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Some numerical studies of exotic shock wave behavior
Jason W. Batesa) and David C. Montgomery
Department of Physics & Astronomy, Dartmouth College, Hanover, New Hampshire 03755

~Received 2 June 1998; accepted 21 October 1998!

For shock waves propagating in materials with nonideal equations of state, a variety of nonstandard
phenomena can occur. Here, we present numerical studies of two such exotic shock effects:~i!
‘‘anomalous’’ behavior, in the terminology of Zel’dovich and Raizer; and~ii ! a search for ‘‘acoustic
emission instabilities.’’ The motivation is in part the possibility of such phenomena in the implosion
of inertial confinement fusion~ICF! pellet materials, whose equations of state are currently far from
well known. In shock wave theory, anomalous materials are those whose isentropes have regions of
negative curvature~in the plane of pressure versus specific volume! through which the shock
adiabatic passes. The existence of such regions is significant because they can interfere with the
steepening of compressive pulses into shocks, lead to the formation of rarefactive shock waves, and
even cause shocks to ‘‘split.’’ A van der Waals fluid with a large heat capacity is one example of
a material possessing such anomalous properties. Acoustic emission instability—the second exotic
shock mechanism considered—may occur when the slope of the shock adiabatic lies below a critical
value. In this phenomenon, perturbations of a two-dimensional planar shock front can render it
unstable, and lead to the downstream emission of acoustic waves. In addition to the van der Waals
fluid, an equilibrium dissociation model for strong shocks in diatomic hydrogen is shown to fulfill
the theoretical criteria for this instability, but its numerical verification has been hard to achieve,
suggesting that further study is needed. Both classes of phenomena may be expected to play a role
in ICF compression scenarios. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.@S1070-6631~99!01402-6#
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I. INTRODUCTION

In some inertial confinement fusion~ICF! schemes, it is
intended to compress deuterium–tritium~DT! pellets by one
or more imploding shock compressions, to densities as m
as 1000 times greater than solid DT values, and to temp
tures of several keV. The compressions will lead throu
regimes where the equations of state~EOS! of hydrogen iso-
topes are still imperfectly known and very difficult to me
sure, e.g., see Refs. 1–3. In Refs. 2 and 3, and more rec
in Ref. 4, there is evidence that the shock Hugoniot may p
through regions associated with phase transitions wh
highly nonideal equations of state might be involved. It
possible that such phenomena as ‘‘anomalous’’ shock w
behavior5–7 or ‘‘acoustic emission instabilities’’~also known
as ‘‘transverse wave instabilities’’!8–12 might occur, and if
they did, could be important considerations with regard
the efficiency of the compression. Our purpose in this pa
is to report some hydrodynamical simulations of such sh
peculiarities and to suggest some possible consequenc
them for ICF target compression.

In shock wave theory,5,12 a central role is played by th
‘‘shock Hugoniot’’ or ‘‘shock adiabatic’’ curve in the (V,p)
plane, whereV is the volume per unit mass of the mater
~specific volume!, andp is the pressure. The shock adiaba
is the locus of all those values ofV and p which may be
connected by a single shock, starting from initial~‘‘un-

a!Present address: Hydrodynamic Methods Group~X-HM !, Applied Theo-
retical and Computational Physics Division, MS D413, Los Alamos N
tional Laboratory, Los Alamos, New Mexico 87545.
4621070-6631/99/11(2)/462/14/$15.00
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shocked’’ or ‘‘upstream’’! values ofV andp, and leading to
a pair of ‘‘shocked’’ or ‘‘downstream’’ values. Both the ini
tial and final states of the material are assumed to be in lo
thermodynamic equilibrium and are separated by a mov
shock discontinuity across which mass, momentum, and
ergy are conserved.

A key point in the standard development is the demo
stration that shocks can only be compressive and not rare
tive under normal conditions,5 using the inequality
(]2p/]V2)s.0, where the derivatives are computed holdi
the specific entropys fixed. This inequality can be shown t
be equivalent toc8(r).2c(r)/r, wherec(r) is the adia-
batic sound speed andr51/V is the mass density. This in
equality is valid for the vast majority of materials in whic
shocks are typically launched. However,it is not a thermo-
dynamic requirement, and it has long been noted5–7 that
there exist regions of phase space in which the inequalit
reversed. For such ‘‘anomalous’’ substances, rarefac
shocks are thermodynamically possible in some regions
compressive ones are not. Ivanov and Novikov13 were appar-
ently the first to document clear experimental evidence
this effect in iron and steel near a polymorphic phase tra
tion. In later years, Thompson and co-workers14–17 provided
compelling demonstrations of anomalous behavior in a v
ety of other materials.

The sign of the quantity (]2p/]V2)s is also an important
consideration with regard to thestability of shock waves. For
a two-dimensional compressive shock whose adiab
passesthrough an anomalous region of the (V,p) plane,
downstream perturbations of the flow field may stimulate

-
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shock to ‘‘split’’ into two other shocks, which are the
stable, but possess different amplitudes and propaga
velocities.18 The splitting process is, of course, an irreve
ible one, and is evidently accompanied by the emission o
acoustic wave that moves away from the shock front in
downstream direction.11,19

One signature of an anomalous region for a materia
the (V,p) plane is a shock adiabatic which is locally conca
downward rather than upward. Experimental techniques e
for measuring shock adiabatics4,7 even when the measure
ment does not permit the extraction of the full EOS fro
which the shock adiabatic could be inferred theoretica
One popular way of exhibiting shock adiabatics is by pl
ting the logarithm of the pressure as a function of the m
density for the downstream region. In such a plot, a region
negative slope may have associated with it an anoma
region for the material at any place where the curvature
the adiabatic is also concave downward. Though the ca
lation of the EOS for hydrogen isotopes at solid densit
remains provisional and difficult, anomalous regions may
suggested, for example, by Fig. 16 of Moreet al.2 and by
Fig. 4~b! of DaSilvaet al.4

Some of these Hugoniot data also suggest that hydro
isotopes at high temperatures may be susceptible to ano
exotic shock wave mechanism known as acoustic emiss
This phenomenon is a special type of instability in whi
deformations to the planarity of a compressive shock fr
are stationary and result in the enhancement of acoustic n
behind the shock.20 It should be pointed out that this class
unstable shock-wave activity is distinct from so-called ‘‘co
rugation instabilities,’’ in which perturbations to the front a
predicted to grow with time.8,12,21,22

Using a linearized normal mode analysis, Kontorovic9

derived the criteria for acoustic emission in the form of
equalities involving the parameter

h5 j 2S dV

dpD
H

, ~1!

wherej 25(p22p1)/(V12V2) is the square of the mass flu
density across the shock, and subscripts ‘‘1’’ and ‘‘2’’ d
note upstream and downstream values, respectively; the
rivative is taken along the shock adiabatic~Hugoniot! and
evaluated at the downstream state. The condition for acou
emission to occur can be stated as9,11,12

hc,h,112v2 /c2 , ~2!

where

hc5
12v2

2/c2
22v1v2 /c2

2

12v2
2/c2

21v1v2 /c2
2

. ~3!

Here, v is the fluid velocity in the frame of reference i
which the shock is stationary. Equation~2! can be satisfied
on some shock adiabatics having (dp/dV)H.0. However,
because the lower limithc may be negative, it is also pos
sible for instabilities of this type to arise on some sections
ordinary-shaped adiabatics with (dp/dV)H,0 everywhere.12

Fowles10 obtained the instability condition in Eq.~2! by
determining when the reflection coefficient of oblique aco
nloaded 07 Aug 2011 to 131.155.2.66. Redistribution subject to AIP license
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tic waves ~incident on the downstream face of the shoc!
becomes infinite. This implies that infinitesimal downstrea
perturbations to the flow can cause finite disturbances at
surface of discontinuity. Said another way, acoustic wa
can be generated spontaneously at the shock front—thus
dering it unstable—whenever the inequalities in Eq.~2! are
satisfied.

Experimental results reported by Thompsonet al.17

show evidence of this class of instabilities in shocks trav
ing through fluids with large heat capacities and in the vic
ity of a phase transition. In addition, Mond and Rutkevich23

have shown that instabilities of this type are likely to occ
in inert gases through which strong ionizing shocks are pa
ing. Their theoretical predictions seem to be in good agr
ment with the experimental shock-tube data presented
Griffiths, Sandeman, and Hornung,24 and Glass and Liu,25

for the case of argon gas.
In the following sections, we present numerical simu

tions of both anomalous behavior and a search for acou
emission instabilities in shock waves. We begin in Sec. II
employing a van der Waals EOS with a large heat capa
as a tractable example of an anomalous fluid. Implications
anomalous behavior for shock propagation are investiga
by studying numerically the results of one-dimensional h
drodynamical simulations of shock tubes. Ignoring the
fects of viscosity and thermal conductivity, we use the ‘‘flu
corrected transport’’~FCT! method26–28 to solve the nonlin-
ear partial differential equations involved, i.e., the Eu
equations. In a second series of runs, piston-launched c
pressive pulses are used to explore the dynamical forma
of shock fronts from smooth initial data. This is done to ga
confidence that the FCT technique is well adapted for stu
ing shocks in media with anomalous~as well as more stan
dard! equations of state. The topic of instabilities in tw
dimensional shock waves is treated in Sec. III, where
show simulations for two different equations of state. For o
first EOS, we again consider the van der Waals fluid near
known anomalous region, and an instability of the sho
front results in a shock splitting. The second EOS used
perhaps of greater relevance to ICF research, and is base
a simple dissociation model of diatomic hydrogen. The
sults are somewhat unexpected, in that though the criteria
acoustic emission seem to be satisfied, we cannot say
vincingly that any numerical evidence of instability has be
observed in the simulations. Finally in Sec. IV, we summ
rize our findings and outline some suggestions for fut
research.

II. ANOMALOUS VAN DER WAALS FLUID BEHAVIOR

Anomalous behavior, in the sense of Zel’dovich a
Raizer,5 is not characteristic of ideal gases. Typically, it h
been associated with the presence of nearby phase trans
in which particle interactions become significant in the e
ergy budget. Any sudden increase of the adiabatic compr
ibility with density ~and thereby, a sudden decrease in sou
speed! may lead to anomalous behavior, and may occur
fluids or solids. Perhaps the simplest example of a mate
that exhibits such behavior arises in a van der Waals fluid5,29
 or copyright; see http://pof.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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just to the right of the critical point and outside the tw
phase region in the (V,p) plane. Here, we will use a van de
Waals EOS to illustrate dynamical consequences which
sult when it is attempted to launch shocks in anomalous
dia. Similar results may be expected any time the attrac
forces between molecules begin to be strongly felt.

The pressure–volume relationship for a van der Wa
fluid is well known:

~p1a/V2!~V2b!5NkT, ~4!

where N is the number of molecules per unit mass,k is
Boltzmann’s constant, andT is the temperature. The consta
a represents the effect of long-range attractive intermolec
forces, and the constantb represents the finite volume occu
pied by the molecules themselves. The ideal gas limit
lows from settinga andb equal to zero. Supplementing E
~4! is the expression for the entropy incrementds,

Tds5d«1pdV5cVdT1S p1
a

V2D dV, ~5!

where« is the internal energy per unit mass. For simplici
we shall assume that the specific heat per unit mass at
stant volume,cV , is independent of temperature and equa
a constant, though this is not a consequence of Eq.~4!.

For this van der Waals fluid, it is possible to expre
algebraically the entropys and the energy« as functions ofV
andp. The Rankine–Hugoniot relations5,12 can then be used
to construct the shock adiabatics, as well as the ‘‘Pois
adiabatics’’ or isentropes. In Fig. 1, we display a typic

FIG. 1. Shock adiabatic through the one-phase anomalous region~shaded!
of the (V,p) plane for a van der Waals fluid withmcV /R580. Initial and
final states are (V1 ,p1)5(1.6V0,0.95p0) and (V2 ,p2)5(1.2V0,1.03p0), re-
spectively. The critical point occurs atV/V051 andp/p051. The curve at
the bottom of the shaded region denotes the boundary of the two-p
coexistence region.
nloaded 07 Aug 2011 to 131.155.2.66. Redistribution subject to AIP license
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shock adiabatic which passes through an anomalous re
~shaded!. In creating this figure, the specific heat at const
volume was chosen to have a valuecV580R/m, whereR is
the universal gas constant, andm is the molecular weight of
the fluid. This assumption amounts to considering many
ternal molecular degrees of freedom. The specific volum
and pressures in the plot are normalized to the refere
valuesV0[3b andp0[a/27b2, respectively. Other feature
of Fig. 1 will be explained later.

In order to study the effect of anomalous fluid propert
on shock wave formation and compression, we have e
ployed a gas-dynamical numerical code of the ‘‘flu
corrected transport’’~FCT! variety.26–28 The code involves
inviscid one-dimensional equations of continuity, mome
tum, and energy, supplemented by an EOS given in our c
by Eqs. ~4! and ~5!. When shocks form from compressiv
pulses, the FCT code propagates them stably and accor
to the conservation laws, but does not address microsc
dissipative processes or issues of irreversibility.

Perhaps the simplest numerical example in wh
anomalous behavior is evident is in the simulation of a o
dimensional shock tube filled with a van der Waals flu
Figures 2~a, b! and 3~a, b! show the results of using a FC
algorithm to model such a system. At timet50, a ‘‘dia-

se

FIG. 2. One-dimensional shock-tube simulation of a van der Waals flui
a nonanomalous region of the (V,p) plane, with (V1 ,p1)5(2V0 ,p0),
(V2 ,p2)5(0.63V0,3.2p0), and mcV /R580, where V053b and p0

5a/27b2. Profiles of pressure~solid line!, density~dashed line!, and veloc-
ity ~dotted line! are shown at~a! t50; and ~b! t5150. A shock wave,
clearly visible atx.380 in ~b!, travels to the right, while a rarefactive wav
moves to the left. A contact discontinuity lies between.
 or copyright; see http://pof.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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phragm’’ in the middle of the tube separates a region
higher pressure and density on the left from a region of low
pressure and density on the right. Fort.0, this barrier is
removed and for nonanomalous fluids, a shock wave pro
gates into the lower pressure, lower density region, whil
rarefactive wave spreads into the higher pressure, hig
density region; see Fig. 2~b!. For ananomalousfluid, how-
ever, a very different scenario may occur. Figure 3~b! shows
what happens in a run for a van der Waals fluid wh
evolves from the initial conditions in Fig. 3~a!. Here, the
upstream and downstream conditions were chosen to m
the fluid lie in an anomalous regime~see Fig. 1!. In this case,
a rarefactiveshock wave—rather than a compressive one
propagates leftward, while a spreading compressive p
moves to the right. In all cases, the pressure, density
velocity profiles have been normalized to the valuesp0 , r0

[1/V0 , and v0[(8a/27b)1/2, respectively. The speedv0

can be used to define the ratio of a reference length
reference time, allowing us to cast the governing equati
in dimensionless form before programming them on
computer. For this series of computational runs, the dim
sionless spatial and temporal step sizes wereDx51 andDt
50.06, respectively. For the magnitude of fluid variab
occurring in this problem, these values are well within t
Courant stability and ‘‘positivity’’ requirements for FCT a

FIG. 3. One-dimensional shock-tube simulation of a van der Waals flui
an anomalousregion of the (V,p) plane, with (V1 ,p1)5(1.7V0,0.88p0),
(V2 ,p2)5(1.16V0,1.02p0), and mcV /R5160/1.986. Profiles of pressur
~solid line!, density~dashed line!, and velocity~dotted line! are shown at~a!
t50;and~b! t5420. Note the formation of a leftward-travelingrarefactive
shock wave in~b! at x.120.
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gorithms. Runs performed with even smaller step sizes
not give noticeably different results, indicating that a co
verged solution had been achieved.

To understand better the dynamical formation of sho
waves in the presence of anomalies, as well as to acq
experience with initial conditions which start out as contin
ous, we conducted a second series of numerical comp
tions in which compressive pulses were launched into qu
cent van der Waals fluids by accelerating a piston from r
to a subsonic velocity, then holding it at that velocity. Th
was accomplished by using a ‘‘sliding rezoning’’ mesh in t
FCT algorithm. The boundary conditions prescribed at
piston/fluid interface were that the fluid velocity be equal
the instantaneous piston velocity, and that the pressure
dient be equal to the product of the piston acceleration
the local fluid density.~The boundary condition on the den
sity then follows from an adiabatic relation between the pr
sure and density.! A compressive pulse forms and propaga
into the undisturbed medium according to the Riema
simple-wave solution.12 In a normal medium, this predict
the steepening of the pulse into a compressive shock
time inversely proportional to the maximum initial spati
gradient of the fluid velocity. However, embedded in t
Riemann solution in its usual form is the assumption t
@rc(r)#8.0, and when this inequality is reversed, what h
been a steepening compressive pulse becomes a spre
one, and a shock refuses to form. In an implosion exp
ment, shocks are often launched by irradiating one or m
faces of the fuel pellet with ionizing radiation which rais
the local pressure;1 this enhanced pressure acts as the ‘‘p
ton’’ for the compressive pulse which then steepens int
shock. In many laser-compression ICF scenarios, it is
expectation that the action of such a piston will launch
compressive pulse which steepens into a shock.

Figure 4 illustrates the complications to the canoni
picture of shock wave formation that can arise when a co

n

FIG. 4. The piston-launched compressive wave for the initial and final st
shown in Fig. 1 att5300 (Dt50.01; Dx51 initially!. The piston moves
from rest with an acceleration 0.2 for a time 1.2, after which it travels a
constant subsonic velocity 0.24. In a nonanomalous fluid, this wave wo
steepen to form a shock, but that is not the case here; as time passe
profiles of pressure~solid line!, density~dashed line!, and velocity~dotted
line! continue spreading to the right, but never form a shock. The cro
hatched region indicates the location of the piston.
 or copyright; see http://pof.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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pressive pulse is launched into an anomalous material.
piston-launched compressive wave connects the initial
final states shown in Fig. 1. Upstream states bear the
script ‘‘1’’ and downstream states the subscript ‘‘2.’’ Be
cause both states lie in the anomalous region of the (V,p)
plane, though, this wavedoes notsteepen to form a shock
Instead, a spreading compressive pulse is the result.

In Figs. 5~a, b!, the initial point (V1 ,p1) was chosen to
lie outside and slightly to the right of the shaded region
Fig. 1 ~with the shock adiabatic still passing through t
anomalous region!. For final states in or near the left boun
ary of the anomalous region, shock waves refuse to fo
@Fig. 5~a!#. As the piston acceleration is increased, thou
the final state rides higher along the shock adiabatic, mov
further and further to the left of the anomalous region. Ev
tually, a shock wave does indeed result, and the us
‘‘ideal-gas-like’’ behavior is recovered@Fig. 5~b!#.

III. ACOUSTIC EMISSION

In this section, we explore the evolution of perturb
shock fronts by conducting numerical simulations using
two-dimensional FCT-based code. Two different equatio
of state are considered:~i! a van der Waals fluid with large
specific heat; and~ii ! an equilibrium dissociation model fo
diatomic hydrogen. Both simulations are initiated att50 by
first establishing a steady shock propagating in
x-direction with upstream and downstream values of pr
sure, density andx-component of velocity chosen to be co
sistent with the Rankine–Hugoniot relations,5,12 and satisfy-
ing the downstream criteriahc,h,112v2 /c2 . The
planarity of this shock front is then deformed with a sing
sinusoidal perturbation or ‘‘ripple’’ transverse to the dire
tion of motion~they-direction!, and the system is allowed t

FIG. 5. Piston-launched compressive wave for (V1 ,p1)5(1.95V0,0.88p0),
which is outside and slightly to the right of the shaded region of Fig. 1
~a!, the piston~initially at rest! moves with an acceleration 0.185 for a tim
1.5. The final state (V2 ,p2)5(1.14V0,1.07p0) lies just inside the anomalou
region, and in this case the compressive wave does not steepen to fo
shock. In~b!, the piston acceleration has been increased to 0.4; the s
adiabatic still passes through the shaded region of Fig. 1, but the final
(V2 ,p2)5(0.65V0,1.62p0) is much higher on this curve, lying outside an
to the left of the anomalous region. An ‘‘ideal-gas-like’’ shock wave resu
Profiles of pressure~solid line!, density~dashed line!, and velocity~dotted
line! are shown att5160, withDt50.02, andDx51 initially.
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evolve in time. This perturbation is regarded as ‘‘small’’
the sense that the ratio of its amplitude to wavelength
much less than unity. The boundary conditions in t
x-direction are ‘‘inflow’’ and ‘‘outflow’’ conditions behind
and in front of the shock, respectively; periodic bounda
conditions are imposed in they-direction.

For ideal gases, the inequalitieshc,h,112v2 /c2 are
never satisfied, and acoustic emission from shock fronts c
not occur. Initial perturbations are propagated along the fr
in the form of running linear waves that decay wi
time.30–32 This gives rise to small-amplitude entropy-vorte
and sound waves in the downstream wake of the shoc12

Eventually, the uniformity of the front is restored.
For fluids in which hc,h,112v2 /c2 , however, the

linear stability analysis of Kontorovich9 predicts markedly
different behavior. In that case, stationary undamped per
bations may exist indefinitely at the shock front.32 These
perturbations may cause the shock to become unstable
emit acoustic waves in the downstream direction—the
ergy carried away by these emitted waves being drawn fr
the bulk fluid motion.12

Let us now pass to a consideration of each of our mo
equations of state in turn.

A. Another van der Waals example

Here, we study the stability of two-dimensional sho
fronts by once again employing a van der Waals EOS. T
first step is to write down expressions for the pressure
specific internal energy:

p/p05
8~T/T0!

3~V/V0!21
2

3

~V/V0!2
, ~6!

«/«05
mcV

R
~T/T0!2

9

8~V/V0!
, ~7!

where T0[8ma/(27Rb), and «0[v0
25RT0 /m are conve-

nient reference values. As in Sec. II, we shall assume tha
specific heat is a constant. In order to determine whethe
particular shock configuration satisfies the criteria for t
class of instabilities, we also need an expression for the a
batic sound speed,c. Starting from the definitionc2

5(]p/]r)s , and using Eq.~A3! in the Appendix, we find

c5
3

2
v0F S 11

R

mcV
D31~p/p0!~V/V0!2

6~V/V0!22
2

1

V/V0
G1/2

. ~8!

The ideal gas limit of this expression is obtained by taki
V/V0@1, in which case 11R/mcV→g, whereg5cp /cV is
the ratio of specific heats, andcp is the specific heat at con
stant pressure. Then, one can easily show thatc5Agp/r,
which is the correct expression for the speed of sound in
ideal gas.

With the fundamental shock relationj 5v1 /V1

5v2 /V2 , Eqs.~6! and ~8! can now be used to compute th
parametersh andhc for a van der Waals fluid. Plots ofh and
hc , as well as the differencehc2h, as a function ofV2 /V0

for V1 /V053.0, p1 /p050.66, andmcV /R580, are shown
in Figs. 6~a, b!. In Fig. 6~b!, it is apparent that a region exist
nearV2 /V0.0.9 where the differencehc2h is indeed nega-
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tive, and henceh.hc there. Accordingly, we choos
V2 /V050.88 for the value of our downstream specific vo
ume in our simulation. The associated downstream pres
value in this case isp2 /p051.068. The upstream and down
stream Mach numbers then have valuesM15v1 /c151.114
andM25v2 /c250.744, respectively.

In Fig. 7, a sinusoidal perturbation has been super
posed on a two-dimensional shock front moving into a q
escent van der Waals fluid on the right; this is taken as
initial condition at timet50 in our simulation. The compu
tational grid is 1024332 cells withDx5Dy51, but in Fig. 7
only the first 128 cells in thex-direction appear. Also note
that this figure shows the perturbed density profile, but
pressure andx-component of velocity surfaces~not shown!
are deformed with the same sinusoidal ripple; the ratio
perturbation amplitude to wavelength in all cases is 1:8. T
y-component of velocity is left unperturbed, and is initial
zero everywhere.

Figures 8~a!–~d! show the surfaces of pressure, dens
andx- andy-components of velocity, respectively, at timet
5350. In these plots, the persistence of a perturbation to

FIG. 6. ~a! The plot ofh ~solid line! andhc ~dashed line! as a function of
downstream specific volumeV2 /V0 for a van der Waals fluid withmcV /R
580; in ~b!, the differencehc2h is shown. The upstream state hasV1 /V0

53 andp1 /p050.88. Note the region nearV2 /V0.0.9 where the theoret-
ical criteria for acoustic emission instability are satisfied.
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shock front is readily discernible, as is the appearance o
acoustic pulse nearx.200. What is not so apparent in thes
figures is the fact that at a very early stage in the calculat
the initial shock has ‘‘split’’ into two other shocks. Thi
splitting can be seen more clearly in Figs. 9~a!–~d!, which
show the double-shock structure at the later timet51001;
the acoustic wave is now far downstream from the front, a
does not appear in this set of figures. The resulting sho
are now stable. The shock on the right travels slightly fas
than the one on the left, so that the distance separating
two increases the longer the simulation is allowed to run
the region of compressed fluid between the two fronts, p
turbations are still visible, but have been almost entirely
tenuated by this time. Both shocks possess a uniform pla
structure, and will continue propagating to the right inde
nitely without overtaking. In this series of computations, t
maximum dimensionless time step allowed wasDt50.005.

Since the shock splits at such an early stage in the si
lation, it is difficult to ascertain whether any numerical ev
dence of acoustic emission exists, or just what the con
quences of satisfying the Kontorovich criteria@Eq. ~2!# are,
in this example. It is important to realize, though, that t
shock splitting observed in Figs. 8 and 9 is almost certai
not a result of the conditionshc,h,112v2 /c2 being sat-
isfied. Rather, it is undoubtedly a consequence of the
that the shock adiabatic for this van der Waals fluid pas
through an anomalous region of phase space@(]2p/]V2)s

,0#, a region in which multiple solutions of the Rankine
Hugoniot relations can exist. That is, the initial upstream a
downstream states may be connected by either a si
shock, or by a pair of successive ones. While a rigoro
criterion cannot be given here, it seems reasonable to c
clude that shock splitting can happen only if the shock ad
batic curve and the Rayleigh linej 25(p22p1)/(V12V2)
have more than two intersection points, as occurs in this
der Waals example.

We should also remark that the shock splitting observ
in these simulations seems to be related to the fact that
shock adiabaticpasses througha region whereh,21 @see

FIG. 7. The surface plot of density in a van der Waals fluid (mcV /R
580) showing the perturbed shock front att50. The upstream and down
stream Mach numbers here areM151.114 andM 250.744, respectively.
 or copyright; see http://pof.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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FIG. 8. ~a!–~d! Surface plot of perturbed shock~a! pressure,~b! density,~c! x-component of velocity, and~d! y-component of velocity in a van der Waals flui
(mcV /R580) at t5350.
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Fig. 6~a!#, which is one of the limits for the onset of th
corrugation instability mentioned earlier.8,12,21,22 It is well
known that in such regions a shock wave may not be ‘‘e
lutionary,’’ and the solution of the fluid dynamic equations
not necessarily unique.12,20,22

For purposes of comparison, Figs. 10~a!–~d! show an
analogous run using an ideal-gas EOS withg51.4. The up-
stream Mach number here is the same as for the van
Waals example:M151.114. The initial perturbation ampli
tude and wavelength are also the same. In this case, tho
the perturbation at the front has been attenuated significa
by time t5280, and the shock has nearly regained its u
formity. Small-amplitude~sound and entropy-vortex! waves
are visible behind the shock, but it is clear that no splitti
has occurred.

B. Dissociating hydrogen

In this section we discuss an EOS that is perhaps
greater relevance to ICF research than anomalous van
Waals fluids. Following Zel’dovich and Raizer,5 we consider
an equilibrium dissociation model for diatomic hydroge
which we briefly outline below. As we shall see, this simp
EOS yields a shock adiabatic curve that qualitatively agr
with data of shock-compressed liquid deuterium from rec
ICF-related experiments.4 For additional detail on this
model, the reader is referred to pp. 176–188 of Ref. 5.
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The expressions for the pressure and specific inte
energy density of the dissociating gas are given by

p5N~11a!rkT, ~9!

«5~12a!S 5

2
NkT1«nD13aNkT1NUa, ~10!

where«n is the vibrational contribution to the specific inte
nal energy, andU is the dissociation potential~binding en-
ergy! of the diatomic molecule. In the case of hydrogen33

the dissociation temperatureU/k is approximately 5.17
3104 K. The parametera is a dimensionless number know
as the dissociation fraction, with 0<a<1. Physically,a is
the ratio of dissociated molecules to nondissociated on
Using relations appearing in the Appendix, it is a straightf
ward exercise to compute the adiabatic sound speed,c, as
well as the specific heat at constant volume,cV

5(]«/]T)V , for this model.
By neglecting any interactions between particles, and

suming that the rotational states of the hydrogen molecu
are fully excited, even at low temperatures, Zel’dovich a
Raizer construct partition functions for both the molecu
and atomic hydrogen states. This leads to an expression
the Helmholtz free energy, as a function of the temperatu
specific volume, and number of particles for each specie
the gas. The authors then obtain the so-called ‘‘law of m
 or copyright; see http://pof.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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FIG. 9. ~a!–~d! The composite shock front of~a! pressure,~b! density,~c! x-component of velocity, and~d! y-component of velocity in a van der Waals flui
(mcV /R580) att51001. The splitting of the original shock front is now readily visible. As time passes, the distance between two fronts increases du
different propagation speeds.
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action’’ for the dissociative process by using the fact that
thermodynamic equilibrium, the Helmholtz free energy
stationary with respect to the total number of atoms.34 It
should be pointed out that the dissociation process is
sumed to take place~and reach a state of equilibrium! infi-
nitely fast, so that no finite-time relaxation effects are co
sidered in this model. The result is an equation relating
dissociation fraction to the density and temperature of
gas:

a2

12a
5const3

AT

rZn
exp@2U/kT#, ~11!

where the constant on the right hand side contains ato
data specific to hydrogen. In arriving at Eq.~11!, it has been
assumed that the electronic partition functions contain te
corresponding to only the ground molecular and atom
states. The form of the vibrational partition function,Zn , in
this equation has yet to be specified. For reasons to be
cussed below, we do not necessarily assume, as Zel’do
and Raizer do, thatZn is well described by the high tempera
ture limit of the harmonic-oscillator partition function i
which all quantum vibrational energy levels are accessib

Usually in the derivation of a model EOS for diatom
hydrogen, the vibrational energy levels are approximated
those of a quantum oscillator:35
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«nn5~n11/2!hn, n50,1,2, . . . , ~12!

whereh is Planck’s constant andn is a characteristic vibra-
tional frequency~for hydrogen,33 hn/k.6210 K). The vibra-
tional partition function is then found by summing a Bolt
mann distribution over all accessible states fromn50 to `:

Zn5 (
n50

`

expF2~1/21n!
hn

kT G
5e2j/2~11e2j1e22j1••• !5

e2j/2

12e2j
, ~13!

where the shorthand notation,j[hn/kT, has been used. Th
vibrational contribution to the specific internal energy is th
given by34

«n5NkT2S ] ln Zn

]T D
V

5NhnF1

2
1

1

exp~hn/kT!21G ,
~14!

where Nhn/2 is the so-called ‘‘zero-point energy’’ for the
oscillator. Note that both Eq.~13! and Eq. ~14! are un-
bounded at high temperatures, both tending to infinity fas
 or copyright; see http://pof.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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FIG. 10. ~a!–~d! Surface plot of perturbed shock~a! pressure,~b! density,~c! x-component of velocity, and~d! y-component of velocity in an ideal gas (g
51.4) att5280. The upstream Mach number is the same as in the van der Waals example (M 151.114), and, initially, the front was deformed as shown
Fig. 7. Although small-amplitude sound and entropy-vortex waves are visible behind the shock, it is evident that no instability has occurred in thi
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thanAT asT→`. According to Eq.~11!, we then find upon
substitution that the dissociation fraction vanishes at h
temperatures, which is a nonsensical result.

We can see this point graphically by constructing t
shock adiabatic for dissociating hydrogen usingZn as written

FIG. 11. Shock adiabatic for dissociating hydrogen. The form of the vib
tional partition function used to generate this curve wasZn5ej/2(1
2e2j)21, wherej[hn/kT, which leads to an unphysical high-temperatu
behavior of the dissociation fractiona. The initial data for the upstream
state werer150.17 g/cm3 and T1520 K. The downward pointing arrow
indicates thata should be read on the horizontal axis, but without units.
nloaded 07 Aug 2011 to 131.155.2.66. Redistribution subject to AIP license
h
in Eq. ~13!. Figure 11 shows such an adiabatic for the u
stream stater150.17 g/cm3 and T1520 K, values which
were chosen to mimic realistically a typical initial state
cryogenic ICF targets. The adiabatic curve is parametri
by the value of the downstream temperature,T2 . A plot
showing the corresponding value of the downstream dis
ciation fractiona along this curve also appears in the figur
The downward-pointing arrow indicates that the curve fora
should be read on the horizontal axis, but without units.
low temperatures, we see thata50. As the temperature is
increased,a departs from zero, but does not monotonica
approach the value 1 as we would expect from physical c
siderations. Instead,a experiences a maximum value o
about 0.5, then begins to decrease again, eventually goin
zero asT→`. The same general behavior is obtained if o
‘‘assumes the vibrational states are fully excited,’’
Zel’dovich and Raizer do, and replacesZn with its high-
temperature limit,kT/hn.

This unsatisfactory feature ofa is ameliorated by a vi-
brational partition function that remains finite asT→`.
Equation ~13! can be modified to have this property~and
thus yield a dissociation fraction that goes to unity at hi
temperatures! by taking the upper limit in the summation t
be a finite integer, rather than infinity. Such a restriction
seen to make sense on physical grounds for the follow
reasons. As it stands, Eq.~13! is meant to represent a sum

-
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over all vibrational energy levels that areaccessibleto a
diatomic molecule. As the temperature is raised, though
given molecule will eventually dissociate; thus, only a fin
number of these states can be realized, which places a fi
upper bound on the series in Eq.~13!. ~Note that a more
rigorous treatment using the so-called ‘‘Morse’’ potentia36

for an anharmonic oscillator adopts a similar restriction.! In
the present analysis, just how many terms should appea
the summation forZn is not clear. We only note here tha
since diatomic hydrogen has a characteristic vibrational t
perature,hn/k, that is approximately 12% of the dissociatio
temperature,U/k, it seems appropriate to us that at most t
first ‘‘several’’ terms should be used. Figure 12 shows
shock adiabatic curve drawn for the same initial data as
Fig. 11, but using just the first two terms in the series for
vibrational partition function. More terms can be include
but as long as the total number is finite, the same qualita
behavior results~of course, quantitative features such as
location and extent of the ‘‘nose’’ of the adiabatic curve w
be affected by this choice!. We now find that at high tem
peratures,a→1, which is commensurate with our physic
intuition, and a much more satisfactory asymptotic behav

The equilibrium dissociating model for diatomic hydr
gen outlined above, while crude, is a useful place to be
studying the phenomenon of acoustic emission instabili
in ICF compression scenarios. As in the van der Waals
ample, this EOS admits a range of shock strengths o
which the theoretical criteria for instability are satisfied. U
like the van der Waals case, though, it never fulfills the c
dition for anomalous behavior. That is not to say, thou
that the occurrence of anomalous effects in real ICF ta
materials can be necessarily ruled out. After all, ICF pell
usually have an inhomogeneous composition, and the
sage of shock waves through substances other than DT h
be considered. Moreover, additional phase changes—w
are often the harbingers of anomalous activity—are expe
to occur in DT at very high temperatures where the pres
dissociative EOS certainly does not provide a complete

FIG. 12. The improved shock adiabatic for dissociating hydrogen. Using
first two terms in the series for the vibrational partition function,Zn

5ej/2(11e2j1•••), wherej[hn/kT, leads to a dissociation fractiona
that now has the correct high-temperature behavior. Keeping any finite n
ber of terms in the series yields the same qualitative result. The upst
data are the same as used in Fig. 11.
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scription of the shock dynamics. Examples of such hig
temperature phase changes may include ionization an
transition to a metallic state.3

For the present EOS model, it turns out that the range
shock strengths~upstream Mach numbers! for acoustic emis-
sion to occur in theory is only slightly affected by the num
ber of terms included in the series for the vibrational pa
tion function, Zn . Figure 13 shows plots of the differenc
hc2h as a function of the upstream Mach numberM1 for
four different partial sumsZn

(N) , whereN denotes the num-
ber of vibrational energy levels included beyond the ze
point energy. In these plots, the initial state was again cho
to be typical of the density and temperature of cryogenic I
targets prior to shock compression:r150.17 g/cm3 and T1

520 K. The notationZn
(`) refers to the case in which ever

vibrational energy level is permitted, as in Eq.~13!. We see
that in all four cases, there is a critical shock strength
aboutM1;e4.5;90 beyond whichh always exceedshc , and
the criteria for instability are met. The value of this critic
Mach number is dependent on the parameters of the
stream state, and of course would be different if the gas w
initially at ‘‘room temperature,’’ or if multiple-stage shoc
compressions were used.

In an effort to simulate dynamically the emission
sound from two-dimensional shocks with this model EOS
series of computational runs similar to those performed
the van der Waals fluid was conducted using an FCT-ba
code. The numerical approach for this system, though,
slightly more complicated than in the ideal gas or van d

e

-
m

FIG. 13. ~a!–~d! Plots of the differencehc2h vs upstream Mach number fo
dissociatingH2 and various partial sums of the vibrational partition functio
Zn

(N) . In all cases, the upstream data are the same as in Figs. 11 and
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Waals cases because of the inability to algebraically exp
« as a simple function ofr andp only @see Eqs.~9!–~11!#.
Starting from specified initial conditions, the FCT algorith
solves the 2D Euler equations in conservative form to g
new values ofr, v, and«, but before the next time step ca
begin, updated values ofa andT ~and hencep) must also be
determined. In the code, this was accomplished through
use of a Newton–Raphson root-finding procedure.37

In order to maximize the likelihood of witnessing th
phenomenon numerically, we chose the vibrational partit
function for which the differencehc2h was most pro-
nounced, i.e.,Zn

(`) . As discussed above, such a choice b
comes unphysical at high-enough temperatures where
dissociation fraction does not monotonically approach un
For lower-temperature downstream states lying near the
of the nose’’ on the shock adiabatic curve, though, t
choice can be made without introducing any spurious f
tures in the shock dynamics. For our first simulation,
chose a downstream state characterized byr250.98 g/cm3

and T257.973104 K. This corresponds to an upstrea
Mach numberM1.140 and a valuehc2h.20.04 in Fig.
13~a!.

As before, a planar shock front was perturbed at timt
50 with a single sinusoidal ‘‘ripple.’’ Figure 14 shows th
initial density profile in which this perturbation is readi
apparent.~In this figure, the density values are nondime
sionalized with respect to a reference valuer0

58.89 g/cm3.) Although not shown, the shock fronts in pre
sure andx-component of velocity were distorted in exact
the same way, with the amplitude-to-wavelength ratio tak
once again to be 1:8. The value of they-component of fluid
velocity was initially zero everywhere.

Figures 15 and 16 show the density at two subsequ
times,t520 andt550, respectively. Due to the larger soun
and propagation speeds, the time step in this series of s
lations was necessarily smaller than in the van der Wa
example; here, the maximum allowed value ofDt was 5

FIG. 14. The density surface plot of the perturbed shock front (M 1.150) in
the dissociating hydrogen-gas model att50. The upstream and downstrea
states have densities and temperaturesr150.17 g/cm3,T1520 K, and r2

50.98 g/cm3,T257.973104 K, respectively. In this computation, densitie
and temperatures were cast in dimensionless form using the reference v
r058.89 g/cm3 and T055.243104 K. According to the linear theory, the
downstream state satisfies the criteria for acoustic emission instab
There, the dissociation fractiona is 0.49.
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31024. Not surprisingly, it is apparent that also unlike th
van der Waals case, the perturbation has not ‘‘triggered
splitting of the shock wave since (]2p/]V2)s is nowhere
negative in this example. Sound and entropy-vortex wa
are visible in the downstream wake of the shock, but e
dently no instability has occurred. The behavior appears
be essentially that of an ideal gas, despite the fact that
theoretical criteria for acoustic emission instability (hc,h
,112 v2 /c2) are met. Using sinusoidal perturbations
other amplitudes and wavelengths, this simulation was
peated for a higher upstream Mach number ofM1.400,
which for Zn

(`) , corresponds tohc2h.20.058—the abso-
lute minimum of the curve in Fig. 13~a!. Once again, though
the initial perturbation was attenuated with no clear indic
tion that an instability had taken place.

We should also mention that subsequent computer r
were performed using other methods of perturbing the sh
front. In particular, small Gaussian ‘‘bumps’’ were superim
posed on the downstream flow field behind a uniform pla
shock in an effort to stimulate unstable emission activi
Although these Gaussian perturbations featured a w

ues

y.

FIG. 15. The density surface plot of the shock front in the dissociat
hydrogen–gas model att520. At this early time in the simulation, the
occurrence of an instability is uncertain.

FIG. 16. The density surface plot of the shock front in the dissociat
hydrogen–gas model at later time (t550). The initial perturbation is sig-
nificantly diminished and has left sound and entropy-vortex waves in
downstream flow. Despite the fact that the theoretical criteria for instab
have been satisfied in this example, no clear evidence is apparent in
simulation. The behavior resembles that of an ideal gas.
 or copyright; see http://pof.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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spectrum of perturbing wave vectors than the sinusoidal
formation, they too failed to precipitate any unmistakab
numerical evidence of acoustic emission phenomenon in
dissociating hydrogen gas example.

IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The equations of state of materials used in sho
imploded ICF targets are far from well-known. In typic
compression scenarios, these targets experience enor
pressure and temperature changes, often spanning sever
ders of magnitude. In the process, it is likely that a variety
phase changes such as melting, vaporization, molecular
sociation, ionization, and possibly even a transition to a m
tallic state,3 are crucial physical considerations in unde
standing the physics of the shock compression. The exte
which such nonideal effects complicate shock behavior
the efficiency of the compression, though, has not been
elucidated. Here, we have attempted to take a few tenta
steps towards addressing these issues by conducting nu
cal studies of two peculiar shock-wave phenomena that p
sibly play a role in ICF compression schemes. They are~i!
anomalous behavior, and~ii ! acoustic emission instabilities
Neither phenomenon occurs in an ideal gas.

We have seen that shock wave formation and stability
a van der Waals fluid, with a large heat capacity and in
vicinity of a liquid–gas phase transition, can be greatly
fected by shock adiabatic curves that pass through ano
lous regions of the (V,p) plane—regions where the adiabat
sound speed is a rapidly decreasing function of the den
and (]2p/]V2)s is negative. In such cases, compress
pulses may not steepen to form shocks, if their intended
tial and final states lie in or close to anomalous regio
Whether or not shocks form is a subtle question of wh
those states lie, relative to those regions. Additionally,
have observed that a compressive planar shock, once for
is not necessarily a stable and unique solution of the hyd
dynamic equations; in the two-dimensional case, pertur
tions may precipitate a splitting of the shock in two, wi
each resulting shock wave propagating with a different
locity. In our simulations, this split was accompanied by t
generation of a downstream acoustic pulse whose direc
of propagation was opposite to that of the original sho
The extent to which a converging geometry~e.g., spherical!
modifies any of these findings is unclear at present, and
require further investigation. While theoretical expressio
for the EOS of high-density ICF-target materials that co
be used in a dynamical code may still be lacking, there
every reason to expect the van der Waals EOS to exem
typical anomalous behavior.

Additional study also will be required to ascertain ho
considerations such as boundary conditions and perturba
amplitude and wavelength affect shock stability. Particu
quantitative issues that may be of interest include the pre
tion of when splitting occurs, and the strength of the res
ing shocks. Subsequent calculations using the van der W
EOS have revealed that a perturbation amplitude
wavelength ratio of 1:16 can also ‘‘trigger’’ a two
dimensional shock front to split, but the amplitudes a
nloaded 07 Aug 2011 to 131.155.2.66. Redistribution subject to AIP license
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propagation velocities of the resulting shocks are differ
than those appearing in Figs. 8 and 9, where initially t
ratio was 1:8. For smaller ratios, though, clear evidence
shock splitting is not always seen in the simulations, sugg
ing that there may be a threshold for this phenomenon.

The second exotic shock mechanism considered~acous-
tic emission! is a class of shock instabilities that can occ
when the parameterh5 j 2(dV/dp)H ~where the derivative is
taken along the shock adiabatic and evaluated at the do
stream state! exceeds a critical value,hc , which depends on
the downstream Mach number and the compression ra
Previous theoretical analyses9,10,12 predict that perturbations
to a shock front can stimulate the continuous emission
acoustic waves from the downstream face of the shock. T
instability has apparently been observed for some time
shock-tube experiments,24,25 in which weak perturbations o
the shock front can ostensibly arise from fluid inhomoge
ities and/or surface irregularities on the walls of the appa
tus.

Although a simple dissociative EOS for diatomic hydr
gen gas also was shown to fulfill the theoretical criteria
instability, no clear evidence of acoustic emission was
served during the associated dynamical simulations. It is p
sible that this result is to some extent tied up with the p
ticular features of the numerical approach employed. It
also possible that the theoretical analysis of shock wave
bility based on a linearization of the gas-dynamic equatio
does not yield complete or accurate criteria for emission
all circumstances. Kuznetsov,20 for instance, has argued tha
the normal mode representation of perturbations used in
linear theory gives only an indirect indication of the nons
tionary character of the flow, and does not provide a corr
description of its long-term development. The results of o
investigation seem to be in accord with this latter asserti
suggesting that additional work may be needed to m
clearly elucidate our theoretical understanding of shock w
instability.

Quite likely, though, the reason that an acoustic emiss
instability was not observed in our simulations has to do w
the perturbation method employed. The sinusoidal deform
tion of the front, while convenient and simple to impleme
numerically, is probably not an optimal means of stimulati
acoustic emission activity. As Fowles10 has pointed out,
acoustic emission from an unstable shock front can
viewed as a resonant reflection phenomenon. That is,
acoustic waves impinging on the downstream face of
shock, a range of incident angles exists such that the am
tude of the reflected waves exceeds that of the incid
waves. In particular, there is acertain angle of incidence
where the ratio of reflected to incident amplitudes becom
infinite. To see more clearly~stimulated! acoustic emission
phenomena in a numerical experiment, then, it is proba
necessary to superimpose on the downstream flow fie
perturbation of the form exp(2ivt1ikxx1ikyy), where v,
kx , and ky are the angular frequency and wavenumbers
the x- and y-directions, respectively, of an acoustic wav
These parameters would be chosen to make the propag
direction ~angle of incidence! of the wave lie in the narrow
band of resonant reflection. In a dynamical code, thou
 or copyright; see http://pof.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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such an arrangement presents significant challenges. On
no longer just seek solutions of the 2D Euler equations fr
initial data. Most likely, it would be necessary to include
term in the governing differential equations that represen
‘‘source’’ of monochromatic plane waves propagating in

fixed direction with a wave vectork5kxx̂1kyŷ. At present,
it is not entirely clear how this would be accomplished. E
forts to stimulate acoustic emission from a two-dimensio
shock front using an initial Gaussian perturbation~which
contains a wide spectrum ofk vectors! of the downstream
flow field did not provide any additional insight into th
mechanism.

Besides van der Waals fluids and dissociating hydro
gases, a third ICF-relevant EOS was identified during
course of this investigation that also met the criteria
acoustic emission. This was an ionization model for ve
strong shocks in monatomic hydrogen. It should be poin
out that at the downstream parameters of interest in
study ~e.g., r250.98 g/cm3 and T257.973104 K), effects
due to ionization cannot rightfully be ignored, as ener
losses due to dissociation and ionization are approaching
same order of magnitude. Due to our inability to successfu
witness an instability in the dissociating hydrogen gas
ample, though, a series of numerical simulations was
conducted for this EOS. Salient details are discussed on
192–201 of Ref. 5, where the ionization fraction is det
mined from a Saha equilibrium. Note, however, that unl
the stability analysis of ionizing shocks in argon given
Mond and Rutkevich,23 satisfaction of the conditionhc,h
,112 v2 /c2 here does not depend on any finite relaxatio
time effects.

Undoubtedly, though, shock stability is sensitive
linked with nonequilibrium effects in fluids such as the r
tarded excitation of some degrees of freedom.5,23 While the
dissociative EOS model used in this paper was an equ
rium one—which assumed that the dissociation reaction
given hydrogen molecule proceeded infinitely fast so that
relaxation mechanisms were taken into account — it may
profitable in the future to include nonequilibrium dissoc
tion ~by permitting finite relaxation time scales in the com
putational model!, and study its effect on the formation o
instabilities in shocks.

The immediate practical consequences of anomalous
havior, shock splitting, and acoustic emission instability
ICF research is unclear and will require time and experie
to determine. In addition, diagnosing the presence of th
phenomena in actual ICF targets is probably exceedingly
ficult at present. It is clear, though, that the temporal pro
of driver mechanisms~e.g., lasers in the case of ‘‘direc
drive’’ ! is sensitively linked to the expectation that a co
pressive pulse will steepen into a shock of a particu
strength at a particular time. High compression may
impaired—and successful ignition spoiled—if such a sho
does not form or splits into a composite wave structure
fore reaching the DT fuel at the core of an ICF pellet.
seems to us that the use of cladding materials is some p
designs~such as tangles of complex hydrocarbon fibers w
nloaded 07 Aug 2011 to 131.155.2.66. Redistribution subject to AIP license
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large heat capacities! may add to the likelihood of this oc
currence.
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APPENDIX: USEFUL THERMODYNAMIC RELATIONS

In order to determine whether a particular shock wa
configuration satisfies the criteria for acoustic emission,
parameterh must be computed from the shock adiaba
curve. Since EOS data is most often specified with the s
cific volume and temperature taken as the preferred indep
dent variables, e.g.,p5p(V,T), a particularly convenient
means of calculating the ordinary differential equation
the shock adiabatic is provided by the following relatio
among derivatives of thermodynamic quantities:21

S dp

dVD
H

5
~]p/]V!s1~ 1

2! ~p2p1!G/V

12 ~ 1
2! ~V12V!G/V

, ~A1!

where the total derivative on the left hand side is taken alo
the shock adiabatic and evaluated at the downstream s
the parameterG is the so-called ‘‘Gru¨neisen’’ index,

G5
V

cV
S ]p

]TD
V

, ~A2!

and

S ]p

]VD
s

5S ]p

]VD
T

2
T

cV
S ]p

]TD
V

2

. ~A3!

In the study of anomalous shock wave properties, it
also useful to have an expression for the second partial
rivative of p with respect toV at constants. We find

S ]2p

]V2D
s

5S ]2p

]V2D
T

2
3T

cV
S ]p

]TD
V

]2p

]V]T

1
3T

cV
2S ]p

]TD
V

2 S ]cV

]V D
T

1
T

cV
2S ]p

]TD
V

3F12
T

cV
S ]cV

]T D
V
G , ~A4!

which agrees with formulas given by Bethe6 and
Thompson.15
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